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PRE FACE

The work summarized In this report falls into two separate, though

, related, areas. Image processing techniques to extract target data from

an optical sensor anO the subsequent gurlance algorithm to use that Aatq

*certainly form a closed loop system with regards to purpose. However, the

intent here Is to look at basic concepts in both problem areas without

regard to "closing the loop" and forming a complete tracking system. The

work reported on texture analvsis of image eata was done by Captain James

Ledbetter, Frank J. Seller Research Laboratorv. The work on the

reachable-set guilance evaluation was performed and written by Dr. Michael

Larimore and Dr. Claude Wiatrowskt, University of Colorado at Colorado

Springs, with minor revisions by Captain Ledbetter for Inclusion in this

report.
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SECTION I

1.0 Introduction and Background

The continued advancement of solid state imaging technology has

resulted in an increased emphasis on the development of low-cost, light

weight sensor arrays for Air Force surveillance, reconnaissance, and

weapons control systems. The use of these sensors as imaging devices is

attractive due to elimination of high voltage vacuum tube technology of
1,2

conventional vidicon tubes1
' The sensor's small size and low power

requirements insure both linear and array devices will have a strong

impact in tracking applications where limited space and power availability

are factors. Additional technology verification has been provided by an

Air Force Avionics Laboratory program which conducted a parametric

analysis of an array tracker system to determine its performance

characteristics and found that the charge coupled device (CCD) imaging
3

array was not the limiting factor in most tracking applications3 . More

recently, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has reported the design of a CCD
4

tracker for a space mission

This report documents efforts undertaken to investigate two different

problem areas in optical tracking. The first area is that of target

segmentation in the optical field of view. The segmentation process must

be performed early in the processing of the image data and is a

combination of boundary detection and texture analysis techniques 5
. Of

particular interest in this study Is the information gained from the image

texture. This interest Is a result of natural terrain where many military

targets would he located. Such terrain is not predominately characterized

by tonal edges but by textural changes.

The second area of Interest is adaptive guidance and control. An

"intelligent" weapons system utilizing an optical sensor might ultimately

incorporate software that would allow it to adapt to the changing

scenarios it "sees" by anticipating or predicting what a target might do

to optimize its position in an encounter. The present guidance techniques

of pursuit or proportional navigation can be deceived by an intelligent

2
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SECTION IT. TEXTURE ANALYSTS INVESTIGATION

2.0 Introduction

Image segmentation i4; a major component of any machine image analysis

requirement. '%ased on the quality of the segmentation, other important

Image descriptors, or features, can he defined to further represent the

image data. However, while humans find it very easy to "see" a collection

of objects when they view a scene, machines "see" only an array of equally

weighted pixel values which vary In Intensity based on the amount of light

incident upon them. Obiects, therefore, are not "seen", only pixel

Intensity from which the objects comprising the image must determined.

Pixel intensities, and the way they are arranged, coml -e the basic

elements of information available to segment collections pixels Into

objects of interest or regions which have more or I omogeneous

properties.

Pixel intensities and their arrangement comprise the inextricable

relationship of tone and texture properties in the image. Both properties

are always present in an image, one usually predominating over the other.

When an area has very little variation In pixel Intensity, the pre4ominant

property is tone. When an area has wide variation in pixel Intensity, the

predominant property is texture. The size of the arpa In this distinction

is critical. Its crucial nature arises when Aescribi g a given texture in

terms of Its tonal primitives and a given spatial organization. The term

"spatial organization" requires the declaration of the size of the area

concerned. For that local area, the texture is then the combination of

one or more tonal primitives, regions with tonal properties, and a spatial

rule specifying their arrangment. The qegmentation of images where the

information varies between the tonal properties and the textural

properties is very lifficult unless a nrior knowledge is available on the

statistics or properties of the texture. Without this knowledge, local.

area operations must be used to discern the statistics of the texture.

However, the computation of these properties is a function of the size of

the local area. This Interrelationship uisiilly results in the boundary

4
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between two textural areas being blurred or broadened due to the averaging

of the properties of the regions when the local onerator is straddling the

boundary.

When regions of uniform texture are defined there are many different

ways to approach deriving the properties of the textures. A very useful

survey of differing approaches to texture definition is given in Reference

6. One method which has proven very useful in classifying textures is

that of determining concurrence matrices and defining the texture based on
7

features of those matrices 7
. The power of this approach is that it

characterizes the spatial interrelationships of the grey tones in a

textural pattern. Its weakness Is that it does not capture the shapes of

the tonal primitives.

In this section of the report, information on two investigations into

texture segmentation techniques is presented. The image used was almost

entirely textural in content. The primary interest was in determining a

fast, simple "information indicator" that could be used to enable an

adaptive segmenter to switch between tonal and textural operations in

finding edges for further boundary definition. Section 2.1 describes the

image used. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe in erosion study and a

statistics study, respectively, of different textural edges in the image.

2.1 Image Information

The Images used in these investigations were 512x51 2 suhpartitions

from a 4000x3000 pixel image from the Seasat-A synthetic aperature radar

(SAR) sensor. This sensor operated from July through early October 1978

and generated a large amount of land and sea data. Since it is a radar

imager, the information In the Images is almost entirely textural In

content. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are the images used in the study. The

broad, dark shaded bands on the images are a result of the technique used

to photograph the screen of the video monitor in the International Imaging

Systems Model 70 Image processing system used in this study. Various

textural edges in these images are used in the studies detailed In the

following sections.

5a"



Figure 2.1 Seasat Image 1 Figure 2.2 Seasat Image 2

2.2 Erosion Study

Erosion is a filtering approach applied to binary images. The process

is summarized in Reference 6 as follows. The basic idea is to define a

structural element as a set of resolution cells constituting a specific

shape such as a line or square and to generate a new binary image by

translating the structural element through the image and retaining only

those pixels as l's where there is a match between the structural element

I's and the image l's. The process, in effect, erodes the binary image as

successive translations of the structural element are made through the

image. This process is shown very simply in Figure 2.3.

6



1 1 1 1 Eroded by

Figure 2.3 Erosion Process

The textural feature obtained for each translation of the structural

element through the image is the number of l's left after each cycle. For

binary images this is the same as the area. The area versus the number of

erosion cycles is plotted and yields what is called the covariance

function.

The power of this approach is that it emphasizes the shape aspects of

the tonal primitives of the texture. It has found wide application in the

analysis of microstructures. Since the texture in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are

very fine, i.e., the tonal primitives are very small, it seemed that this

approach could be used to determine shape characteristics, i.e.,

orientation, width, and density of the different textural edges. The

edges considered in this study are shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.

The coordinates of the crosshairs define the names of the two edges, i.e.,

edge (430, 312) and edge (127, 122). The edges were partitioned into a

32x32 image for the analysis.

7
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Figure 2.4 Figure 2.5

Location of Edge (430,312) Location of Edge (127,122)

The important parameters in the erosion procedure are the binary image

and the shape and size of the structural element, or mask, used to erode

the image. The binary image is important from the standpoint of the

threshold level used to generate it from the original grey level image.

Figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 are the results of thresholding Figure 2.1 at levels

where 10%, 20%, and 30%, respectively, of the grey levels in the original

are above the threshold level. All pixels above the threshold value are

set to 1 in the binary image while all pixels below the threshold are set

to0.

The structural elements used in this study were primarily chosen to

determine how well the orientation and density of the edges could be

determined. Figures 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 show the effect of one, two, and

three erosion cycles, respectively, on Figure 2.6. The structural element

used was a horizontal line three elements long, i.e., [111. The

covariance plots resulting from the complete erosion process on edge (127,

122) and edge (430, 312) in Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 are shown in Figures

2.12 and 2.13.

°8



Figure 2.6 Figure 2.7

Seasat Image 1 - 10% Threshold Seasat Image 1 - 20% Threshold

Figure 2.8 Figure 2.9

Seasat Image 1 - 30% Threshold One Erosion - 10% .Threshold

. •

Figure 2.1n Figure 2.11

Two Erosions - 10% Threshold Three Erosions - 10% Threshold
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Figure 2.12 Covariance for Edge (430,312), --- Mask
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Figure 2.13 Covariance for Edge (127,122), --- Mask
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EAge (127, 122) and edge (430, 312) were chosen because of their

decidedly iifferent characteristics, as evident In Figures 2.4 and 2.5.

An examination of the covariance plots in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 shows that

erosion with the three-wide, horizontal structural element results in

plots that are markedly different also. Edge (630, 312) is oriented at

approximately 45 degrees and is relatively broad hit not very dense.

Visually It is not perceived as having any horizontal quial 4tIes due,

primarily, to its density and orientation. This is also evident on the

covariance plot of Figure 2.13. The very rapid erosion to zero in five

cycles for every threshold level indicates very little in the way of

horizontal qualities. The large area, or number of l's, at the 30%

threshold level is indicative of the size of the edge but, due to its

orientation, the horizontal mask quickly shows that the structural

primitives comprising the texture of this edge are not horizontal in

nature.

Edge (127, 122) is visually nerceived as a dense, relatively thin

horizontal edge. Its covariance plot In Figure 2.12 immediately reflects

the horizontal orientation through the large number of cycles necessary to

erode. Even more important is the piecewlse linear nature of the plots.

Constant slope is an indication that the same number of pixels are being

eroded for each cycle. This implies that a very uniform structure

matching the orientation of the structural element is present. Figures

2.q, 2.10, and 2.11 also show that during the erosion process the

horizontal qualities of the edge were amplified by the horizontal mask.

Two other structural elements masks were applied to edge (430, 312).

These elements were oriented at 135 and 45 degrees. The covarlance plots

for them are shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. The same properties

are evident as discussed previously for the horizontal mask. The 45

degree mask immediately shows the orientation of the edge. The piecewise

linear structure emphasizes the orientation match. During the erosion

process the 45 degree property was emphasized by the mask.

i°
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?.2.1 Conclusions

The erosion process was very good for emphasizing the basic properties

of the edges considered in this study. Emphasis was placed on orientation

and density properties in this study. There is no reason that periodicity

of texture structures cannot he identified by using structural elements

designed to accent that property. Such masks would consist of l's

separated by O's with the blank space determining the period.

The texture images resulting from this SAR sensor seem to lend

themselves very well to the texture analysis approach. One problem area

is that it is an iterative process requiring sometimes many passes. One

possible very good use for this process would be to use it as a

preprocessing step. A few erosion cycles could be performed to accent any

areas of an image that match the properties the structural element was

designed to reveal. Then the resulting image could be used for further

processes but the properties of interest would now dominate other

qualities or features in the image. This could aid the feature selection

process for representing image data.

2.3 Statistics Study

8K.I. Laws developed and reported on "texture energy transforms

which performed better than co-occurance statistical approaches. For a

zero mean field, the texture energy measure Is the standard deviation

since the variance would be the average of squared signal values, an

energy measure in the formal sense of the word. If the image had been

previously filtered, the texture energy measures the local energy within

the pass band.

Since either the variance or the standard deviation alone has been

shown to be sufficient to extract texture information, a statistical study

of two types of textural edges was performed. The study consisted of

determining the mean and standard deviation of a local area as that area

was moved across the textural edges. The edges used in this study are

shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.16.

13
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Since the mean and standard dieviation are local operations, the size

of the locil area, or window, is an important parameter. Two sizes of

windows were used, a 3 2x 3 2 and a 16x16 area. There was no particular

. reason for choosing these sizes other than they fit within the texturally

distinct areas that comprised the region around the edges. For faster

iterative operation, smaller sizes would be more appropriate.

The location of the window is defined by the tipper left hand corner

pixel co-ordinates. When the window was moved through the edges it was

placed to the left of the edges and moved completely through them. This

is normally done In a raster-type scan in most hardware. For an

interesting excursion, a path perpendicular to the orientation of the edge

was used to determine if being able to depart from the normal raster-scan

method of convolving a local operator through an image could be beneficial.

Statistics were also determined for the edges after they had been

filtered with a Sobel operator. The Sobel gradient is an edge detection

operation. It has been used in texture discrimination studies with 'good

results. It Is a nonlinear 3x3 operator which is defined by the following

masks:

"-x =  -2 0 2 y= 0 0 0
""-1 0 1 1 2 1

For each pixel the Sobel magnitude is determined by

SBL = x + v

In this study, the square of the Sobel magnitude was used and the

operation was labeled SORELSQ. Figures 2.17 and 2.13 show the results of

applying this mask to the edges of interest.

Figures 2.19 - 2.24 show the results of the statistical measurements.

As is evident in Figure 2.1q, the 32x32 mask size does not descrimInate

the narrow edge (430,312). This is a result of the edge comprising too

small a percentage of the mask area as the mask is moved through It.

Figure 2.20 shows that the smaller mask size greatly improves the edge

14



descrimination capability. It also shows that the SOBELSQ operation

provides little improvement. Figure 2.21 indicates that an appreciable

Improvement in locating the edge boundary can be obtained by moving the

mask on a path perpendicular to the edge. This results from the increased

percentage the edge has in the mask as it first enters the mask.

Figures 2.22 - 2.24 show the results on edge (72,372). This edge is

different from the narrow edge (430,312). It has more width and,

therefore, should show a double mode characteristic as the mask is passed

through it. In fact, both the 32x32 and 16x16 masks do not meet this

expectation, as shown in Figures 2.22 and 2.23. The standard deviation

measure is enhanced by the Sobel operation in the 16x16 case. Figure 2.24

shows the double mode characteristic is obtained when the mask is moved on

a perpendicular path to the edge orientation.

2.3.1 Conclusions

As expected, mask size and path direction are important in determining

the effectiveness of a filtering operation. The usefulness of the

variance and standard deviation as texture measures for these images is

not completely evident from the limited results. Certainly under the

right conditions of mask size and filter preprocessing, such as a Sobel

.magnitude operation, the usefulness of the variance as a texture measure

could be enhanced. Certainly the present results do not conclusively

point to the variance aa the sought for texture information indicator for

these texture images. Without a priori knowledge of the texture

. characteristics, however, it remains an effective texture measure.

15
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Location of Edge (72,372) SOBELSQ Operation on Fig. 2.1

Figure 2.16 Figure 2.17

SOBELSQ Operation of Fig. 2.2

Figure 2.18
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SECTION III. REACHABLE-SET GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE

3.0 Introductioni
Guidance of short range air-launched missiles has been based largely

on a static technology for the last decade. Conventional guidance of

"fire and forget" weapons has been dominated by variations of proportional

and pursuit navigation, founded in optimal control for non-maneuvering
9-13

interception . They require simple angle measurements, and are

easily implemented in analog hardware. Within terminal saturation

constraints such techniques provide adequate accuracy for scenarios

involving non-maneuvering vehicles. Yet, an intelligent target capable of

radical maneuvers can deceive a conventional guidance strategy by

purposely inducing terminal saturation in the final seconds of the

encounter.

In the presence of maneuvers, formulation of an effective guidance

14-18
strategy becomes far more complex 1  

. Control effort must in some

sense anticipate target trajectories by modeling maneuver capabilities and

the target response, both deterministic and random, to the closing

missile. Stated in this framework, the problem reduces to a differential

games formulation, defining optimal evasion/pursuit strategies 19 . Yet,

the solution, even for very contrived scenarios, leads to a significant

numerical burden, unsuitable for practical usage.

While such an elaborate approach will he of doubtful value in this

context for some time to come, it does serve to indicate that onboard

intelligence can be used to greatly improve a missile's advantage over its

adversary. Indeed, the capabilities of digital hardware have matured to

the point where serious consideration must be given to advances in

guidance strategy over the conventional techniques. Of particular value

would be a study of the tradeoffs possible between level of intelligence

(i.e., hardware capabilities) and overall missile performance (i.e., miss

distance and aspect angle). An extensive evaluation of this nature would

illuminate key factors necessary for the development of future weapons

delivery systems. By reducing computational requirements to a common

20
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denominator, I.e., currently available hardware, practicality with respect

to physical size limitations can be assessed; this also allows

extrapolation of practicality into the future with projected advances in

microelectronics. Of course, it is the performance of any given control

strategy that ultimately determines if the necessary hardware is warranted.

The work effort described by this report does not attempt such a

survey, but rather, a small fraction of such a study was conducted; a

single promising guidance technique was examined and compared with

benchmark simulation tests of conventional guidance in several encounter

scenarios. Then, using currently available technology, the architecture

of the required hardware was examined. The results indicate that using

current technology, substantial improvements in missile performance can be

realized. Of course, this is simply a single point of the overall study,

and does not pretend to proclaim the best currently available technique.

The subject of this evaluation is a guidance law developed in

Reference 20, based on the concept of reachable set theory for dynamic

21
systems 1 . It was chosen because it is representative of a class of

guidance strategies that could be of immediate value, i.e., it (1) has an

Intuitive structure, (2) calls for moderate computation In the form of a

systematic search, and (3) is suited for a sampled data context.

Variations can be appended to the basic law to adapt It to other types of
2 2-23

encounters by using a cost function based on physical limitations

The following sections present details regarding: Encounter Model

(Section 3.1), Conventional Guidance Implementation (Section 3.2),

Advanced Guidance Implementation (Sections 3.3 through 3.5), and

Observations of Performance From Simulations (Section 3.6).

3.1 Encounter Model

Before discussing the guidance techniques in detail, it is necessary

to describe the model of the target and missile behavior. For the most

part, the assumptions and numerical values used In reference 20 were drawn

upon. The target was allowed a constant forward speed of 1000 ft/sec;

maneuver-induced drag was assumed compensated by forward thrust. The

21
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maximum turn was governed by a 6 G constraint on normal acceleration. Due

to the short duration of the close-range encounter, the target was

constrained to maneuver in a single plane having a _tlt" angle 6 with

respect to its initial velocity vector, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Initial Velocity
Vector

Y

".." "Tilt"

XAngle

Figure 3.1 Maneuver Plane Definition

The missile model was somewhat more complex. It was assumed to have

an initial speed of 1000 ft/sec, launched from its host aircraft. The

thrust was given as 4700 lb, with a burn tiem of 2.6 sec. The fuel loal

was 50 lb of the initial 165 lb. Guidance was by means of a normal lift

vector, magnitude a., at an angle a with respect to the missile body as

shown in Figure 3.2.

'1
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L

*. ,

rZ

Normal
Acceleration

~ 'Velocity Vector

Figure 3.2 Missile Acceleration Vector

In the interest of practicality, a parabolic drag force law was used2

D=K v2 C K (aj. W/g)
1 DO 2 2 L

V

where

C =2.3 -zero lift drag coefficient
DO
C =- .0025 - induced drag coefficient
L
K, = proportionality factor - .001

K 2  =proportionality factor = 1000

v - missile weight, function of time

g -gravitational acceleration

v -missile speed

23
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Scenarios were defined by the relative positions of the target and

missile and their respective velocity vectors. The target was then

allowed a maneuver strategy bounded by 6 G's in turn rate, at a fixed

angle of tilt. Missile guidance was done by choice of lift vector as a

function of closure.

3.2 Implementation of Conventional Guidance

For the purposes of simulation and benchmark evaluation, conventional

guidance was represented by two techniques; proportional navigation and

pursuit guidance. Linear combinations of their respective components can

be used where the weighting constants may be functions of range, i.e.,

24favoring pursuit initially and proportional on final approach . Here,

each was used in its purest form.

3.2.1 Proportional

The magnitude of the normal acceleration for proportional guidance is

given as

(t) = C jeLoS(t)Vcl

where

LOS(t) = rotational rate, with respect to inertial space, of

the line of sight angle to the target

V = closing speedc
C = navigation constant (normally between 3 and 6)

24
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Inertial

I Reference
Line

VT

I.-I

Lt S Target

Missile
v
M

Figure 3.3 Proportional Guidance

In three dimensions, the angle of the missile acceleration orientation

is chosen to rotate the missile velocity vector toward the target's

relative displacement vector.

While in practice this calculation is done In analog hardware, for

simulation purposes the necessary derivative was approximated by a

sampled-data finite difference.

So(kT)-O ((k-l)T)
LS LOS

a (kT) = C T
T c

where T was a small sampling interval. At each such iteration, a new

control effort was computed and used to drive the system's dynamic

equations.
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3.2.2 Pursuit

For this second case the magnitude of control ts given by

Ca(t) = CIOLOOK(t)IV

with orientation a chosen as in the previous case. The angle LOOK is

measured from the missile body axis to the target location.

/' v 

Target

V M

Missile -
0LOOK

Figure 3.4 Pursuit Guidance

Again, this angle was sampled at uniform intervals for the ourposes of

simulation.

As mentioned earlier, such techniques have long been used with

success. They prove adequate for launchings where terminal saturation is

avoided due to sluggish target evasion or close range. The princi.pal

advantages lie in its means of implementation; the measurements required

.1
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are simple, i.e., only a reasonable guess at closing speed and an accurate

estimate of the displacement angle. The simple measurements and their

associated sensors, coupled with the analog control hardware, make such

navigation schemes attractive from the point of view of cost and physical

L- size.

Yet, because these schemes are based on non-evasive targets, they tend

to de-emphasize any initial launch advantage, and prefer to postpone

offensive counter-maneuvering until late in the scenario. That is, since

the controller does not expect changes in the target trajectory, it

responds only after a maneuver becomes evident at the angle sensor. This

is often too late for adequate course correction, and invariably results

in terminal saturation and miss distance dependent on the agility of the

target. One means of dealing with this terminal miss effect is to

increase the warhead size and the kill radius.

3.3 Advanced Guidance

The terminal effects associated with conventional guidance are largely

responsible for the interest in more sophisticated navigation techniques

capable of anticipating and responding to target maneuvers. A missile

launched with a high kill probability means that interception is highly

likely for all valid target maneuvers. That is, the target's position in

space and time will be contained in the set of all points reachable by the

missile; as time-to-go decreases, this reachable set shrinks. The

guidance controller must maintain the initial advantage by anticipating

target attempts to exit the missile's shrinking reachable set. For this,

the controller should examine all valid target trajectories and respond as

if the worst one (from the missile's viewpoint) were to be used.

Clearly, this is an ill-posed problem which can be rendered tractable

by the quantitative observation in reference 20. Using a differential

games analysis of this framework of assumptions, it can be shown that the

target maximizes time-to-go when its maneuver is a maximal acceleration

turn. For our purposes, the tilt angle 6of this maneuver is unimportant;

a complicated function of relative position and attitude. Using this

observation, a tractable guidance scheme can then be implemented. In

brief, the controller determines the target's trajectory, assuming the

27



target makes its maximum turn at some selected tilt angle 6 . Upon

examination of a set of such angles, the missile responds as if the target

were to choose the "worst case", i.e., anticipating the optimal maneuver

for the target. After a brief interval, e.g., determined by computational

requirements, the process is repeated using updated position an4 attitude

information, yielding a "closed-loop" implementation.

The detailed operation, including mathematical particulars, is as

follows:

Given observations of relative displacement, missile and target

heading and speed, assuming a relative coordinate system to be described

later, then

a. the controller assumes that the target chooses a maneuver

plane defined by a and uses its optimal maneuvers to maximize time-to-go.

b. Next, the necessary missile heading coordinates ( 4 ,e ) to

effect an intercept are computed. This is done using the following time

function expressions for relative Cartesian displacement:

1
Ax(t) = Ax(O) + Vm t cos() cos(e) - - sin(V t /at)

m a t tit

Ay(t) = Ay(O) + V t sin( ) cos(O) +- cos(6) [cos(v t /at ) - 1]
m at t t

Az(t) = Az(O) + V t sin(P) + - sin(6) [cos(v t /at ) - i]m at  t t

where

Vt  - target speed

t at-target turn rate (maximum')

V - missile speed
m
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The closed form Integration results by assuming constants for speed,

maneuver angle, and heading angle. At the interception time tf

Ax - Ay Az - 0

By defining t t as the distance traveled by the missile, both

and e can be eliminated to yield a single scalar equation in the

time-to-go:

f(tf) x 2 -[Ax(O)-- sin (Vtt/a
f at tf t

- [Ay(O)-a cos(6) (cos(Vttf/at)-l)I
2

- [Az(O)- i sin(6) (cos(V t /a )-l)]2
at tf t

This can be solved for the positive root tf using a Newton-Raphson

search; then the actual missile heading can be found using closed-form

evaluations: -1 11
"(t ) sin z(O)+ sin (6) [cos(Vttfa t  - 1)]

fL t f/a

V tI
m f

-f(tf) =Cos +- sin (Vt t/a
a t

Vmtcos (q)

At this point, the velocity vector that the missile should have for

interception is known, (V, ,e ), given the specific target maneuver

angle 6.
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c. Given the actual missile heading, the acceleration necessary

to yield an average velocity vector of (V, ,6) over the interval

(0, tf) is approximated by

AV MV§
a (6) = t t

where § is the angle separating initial and desired velocity vectors.

This relationship is depicted in Figure 3.5 and represents the control

effort necessary to respond to a specific maneuver.

Actual Initial

- -Final Required Velocity

Necessary f

Change in
Velocity

Av

Desired Average Velocity vd

Figure 3.5 Required Missile Velocity Change

d. Conceptually, ajfunction a (6 exiqts, giving the necessary

missile control effort as a function of target maneuver angle 6 . The

maximum of this function defines the worst case evasion that the target
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can choose. Hence, the missile controller anticipates this as the

maneuver, and responds with normal acceleration aA, oriented at the

angle of vector AV defined above. The computation involved will be

detailed In the next section.

aL
:" a

max

(5a*

Maneuver Angle 6

Figure 3.6 Missile Acceleration Function

Note that an interesting feature emerges for such an analysis. At any

given instant, the function a. ( ) summarizes the advantage that the

missile has over its target. That is, if a means of successful evasion

exists, then for some angle (, a,(6 ) exceeds the maximum allowable normal

acceleration of the missile. Such information could be particularly

valuable to a pilot if presented as a "probability of hit" measure.

While computation and architecture will be discussed in subsequent

sections, one consideration must be mentioned here. This guidance scheme

in its closed-loop form must actually be updated in a continuous fashion.
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Yet due to computational operations, it becomes sampled data control, with

the update or sampling interval determined by the necessary computation.

3.4 Algorithm Requirements

I

In this section, the requirements of the advanced reachable-set based

guidance scheme are discussed. First, an overall description of the

software is presented, addressing the structure of the Fortran listing of

GUIDE found in Appendix A. Then, using findings from tests using this

software, currently available hardware Is evaluated.

A simplified flowchart in Figure 3.7 is included here to aid in the

description of the Fortran listing in the Appendix. Upon first entry,

initialization steps are encountered, allowing the user to set

interactively a number of options and parameters. At run time, this

section (lines 34-74) is skipped, and actual control computation proceeds

as follows:

?
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Time to N R
do computation?

Derive measurements seen
in missile body reference system

Corrupt measurements
with noise

Transform to target-centered
system

Set two window edges
for tilt angle search

Evaluate control necessary--
for both edges

Y Window width ___________________

less than
threshold?

L Evaluate at window midpoint

less than Move edge 1 to midpoint
.control for edge 2

,. IY

oMove edge 2 to midpoint

Records & Stores:

1) control effort a.L
Transform desired velocity vector 2) maneuver anqle 6

to missile system 3 desired velocity vector

.4- time to go tf

Determine angle of application C]

to actual inertial reference

Figure 3.7 Flowchart
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I) First, the elapsed time from the previous control calculation

is checked against the specifted update interval. If insufficient time

has passed, there is an immediate return back to the calling program. The

control effort previously determined is maintained.

2) When the update interval has elapsed, a new control effort is

determined from current measurements. Passed to the routine are the

actual states of missile and target with respect to an inertial

reference. The pairs of six-dimensional vectors specifically contain (X,

Y, Z) position values, followed by spherical velocity information (V, ,0),

i.e., speed, azimuth and elevation of the velocity vector. These are

transformed by linear algebraic rotation to a missile-centered coordinate

system. Use of this coordinate system as a basis for necessary

measurements eliminates the need for a strapped-down inertial reference in

the missile. Assuming the turn rates are slow with respect to the update

interval, only moderate degradation in the overall performance is

experienced.

The new coordinate system is defined by an X-axis in the direction of

the missile axis, and its positive Y-axis lying in the plane of the target

- point.

3) The five measurements in this system (range, target azimuth,

target speed, velocity vector azimuth and elevation) are appropriately

corrupted by random measurement noise.

At this point the target measurements have been conditioned as if the

missile sensors had gathered them; i.e., they represent the information

available from sensors having only the missile and target as directional

reference. Thus, the code in the subroutine to this point (line 100) is

simply overhead computation. Actual control computation made by the

missile begins at line 130. Certain sections of the code associated with

the missile are also overhead, performing certain initialization

computations. As such, they are executed only one time per pass so

efficient coding ,;as not felt necess-irv. The computation bound loops,

however, must be studied for improvement in efficiency before actual

implementation.
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4) To begin, the missile-centered measurements were transformed

to a target-centered system, defined analogously to the missile-centered

system. This step is necessary due to the problem formulation described

in Section 3.3. This is done in lines 130 through 165.

5) At this point, the search for the worst case control effort

begins. A window is defined straddling the angle 6 determined as the

target's worst maneuver at the previous update time. In practice,

assuming a sufficiently fast update rate, the tilt angle of worst maneuver

changes slowly, so will remain within such an interval. (For the

simulations conducted, an interval of 30 was used.) For the two*A 6,(*+
extreme maneuver angles, 6 1=6 - ,62+ A the solution is found for

2 2

the necessary missile velocity vector direction to effect an intercept.

As described earlier, this is done using a Newton-Raphson search for the

time-to-go, tf, and then solving a closed-form expression for 0 and 6

Assuming good starting values (the previous value found for tf is

adequate) convergence will require only two or three iterations. For each

window edge, the necessary control effort aL is found, again described in

Section 3.3.

6) The process of search and evaluation is repeated using the

window's midpoint.

7) The smaller of the control efforts computed for the window

edges is determined and the corresponding tilt angle abandoned in favor of

the midpoint angle. That is, the window is halved by rejecting the

maneuver angle that represents the lesser threat. The control effort as

well as the desired velocity vector parameters are stored for the new

window edge.

8) The new window width is checked against a prespecified

* threshold. If it exceeds the threshold, the binary search continues by

repeating step (6) above. If it is indped less, the maximization of

control effort is complete.
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9) At this point, all pertinent information about the worst

possible maneuver is available. Specifically, this incluAes the time to

intercept, tf, the required control effort, aj , and the desired missile

velocity vector, (V, , 0 ). The vector is transformed back to

missile-centered system.

10) Finally, the angle of application for the control vector

is determined. At this point the missile has sufficient information to

determine the necessary control surface deflections to generate its

acceleration vector.

11) The last section of the subroutine (lines 297 through 30q)

*, simply map the acceleration vector back to the inertial system, for

Kcompatibility with the calling program.

3.5 Computational Requirements

The proposed algorithm is heavily arithmetic bound. As a result,

computational requirements are easily estimated since the time required

for floating-point arithmetic will be predominant and will be a good

estimate of total computation time required. Additionally, software

emulated floating-point arithmetic would obviously not be acceptable.

The algorithm was divided into its major parts as shown in the block

diagram of Figure 3.8 and computational times estimated for each part. An

8086 microcomputer operating at 5 MHz with an auxiliary 8087

floating-point processor was used for all time estimates. Estimates were

made by counting floating-point operations (including load and store) in

the original Fortran program and multiplying by the appropriate 8086/87

instruction time. Pessimistic estimates were made at all times.

In Figure 3.8, the start-up search was ignored since it is only made

once and contributes little to the comn"-ational problem's dynamics.

Times for each of the subprocesses are shown in Figure 3.8. The total

computational time required by the 8086/87 processor is given by:

37,877 + 14,586 N + 9,304 M + 7,293 M N
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where N is the number of Newton iterations needed to calculate the

direction of the velocity vector for intercept and M is the number of

binary search passes required to search for the maneuver angle. Typical

values are three Newton iterations and M-4 corresponding to dividing the

maneuver angle search window into 16 segments. For these values, the

total computational time is approximately 206.4 milliseconds, about an

order of magnitude slower than desired.

3.5.1 Trigonometric Look-Up Table

The algorithm was searched for significant opportunities for

improvement. Although the 8087 floating-point processor was used for

calculating a variety of functions, the sine and cosine functions were

especially prevalent and time consuming. The 8087 calculates these two

functions from the tangent function via trigonometric identities. Another

time estimate was calculated using the 8087 for all calculations except

for sine and cosine evaluations. These latter functions were assumed to

be stored in a look-up table in read-only-memory. The results of this

estimate are also shown in Figure 3.8. The total computation time

required using the 8086/87 and a look-up table for sine and cosine is

given by:

17,893 + 5,766 N + 4,024 M + 2,883 M N

For the same conditions, N=3 and M=4, as in the previous example, total

computation time was approximately 85.9 milliseconds. Although a

significant improvement over the original estimate of 206.4 milliseconds

without the look-up table, further reduction of computational time was

desirable to improve the performance of the algorithm.

3.5.2 Multiple Processors

The next logical step was to attempt configurations of multiple

8086/87 processors. Simulation showed that end-to-end computational delay

was critical and not sampling rate. Thus, pipelined processor

configurations were ruled out as not reducing end-to-end delay but only

37
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increasing sampling rate. Parallel computation was clearly necessary.

Examining Figure 3.8, most computation Is clearly required In setting up

the search window and searching for the maneuver angle. Fortunately, each

of these two tasks could he configured to allow parallel processing. Each

edge of the search window could be found independently. Each half of the

search window could be searched independently. Figure 3.9 is the block

diagram for the implementation of the algorithm. The time estimates In

Figure 3.9 assume two completely independent 8086/87 systems, each with

its own sine and cosine look-up table. These systems are loosely

coupled. The total computational time for the dual processor system is

given by:

12,554 + 2,883 N + 2,012 M + 1,442 M N

Again, for N=3 and M-4, the total computation time is approximately 46.6

milliseconds, a reasonable performance for this algorithm. As an added

bonus, the second processor could he used for sensor and actuator

conditioning as shown in Figure 3.10. The times when the second processor

would not be needed by the control algorithm are exactly these times when

data are input and output.

3.5.3 Future Refinements

Clearly, all three performance estimates are encouraging. Even the

single processor estimate of 206.4 milliseconds is sufficiently fast that

a newer-generation processor will be able to reduce this time to an

acceptable value. Cost and performance figures, normalized to a single

processor system without look-up table, are shown in Table 3.1. Notice

that although the dual processor system's performance is greater, its cost

performance ratio is actually greater than that of the single processor

with look-up table. A very desirable investigation would be to actually

code and test this algorithm on an 8086 with 8087 floating-point processor

and look-up table for sine and cosine. It is likely that an improvement

of a factor of 2 over the pessimistic estimates could he found. If the

performance of the single processor system could he so improved, the

difficulties and costs of the dual processor could be avoided. In any

38



case, the actual implementation of the single processor system would

provide more accurate data on which to base performance estimates of other

systems.
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Table 3.1. Cost and Performance of Architectural Alternatives

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE COST COST/PERFORMANCE

8086/87 Processor 1.0 1.0 1.0

8086/87 Processor 2.4 1.1 0.46

with Look-up Table

DUAL 8086/87 Processors 4.4 2.2 0.5
with Look-up Table

3.6 Performance

The achievable performance of an advanced guidance technique

determines if the cost of additional sensors and computational hardware is

warranted. For the sake of comparison with conventional guidance, several

classes of tests were simulated using the target and missile models

described earlier. In this way, the robustness of the reachable set

approach could be assessed by systematically degrading the assumptions and

measurements entering into its formulation. Two representative encounters

were used, shown in Figure 3.11: Scenario two involved a rear attack with

the target maneuvering by pulling up at two o'clock, i.e., a low crossing

rate. Scenario five dealt with a side attack on a target maneuvering as

before, involving a high crossing rate.
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Figure 3.11a Scenario 2: Rear Attack
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Figure 3.11b Scenario 5: Side Attack
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3.6.1 Perfect Measurements

To evaluate the potential for success, simulations were first run

using perfect measurement information. The resulting miss distances are

given in Table 3.2. While insignificant computational delay was assumed,

a sampling or update rate of 100 msec was used for the reachable set

approach. It can be seen, as would be expected, that performance of

conventional techniques is severely degraded by high crossing rate. In

both cases, the terminal efforts required by conventional guidance

saturated the allowable limits of the missile. On the other hand, the

advanced approach gave a control effort well distributed over the

encounter's duration, indicating a high degree of anticipation, as noted

in reference 20. Ideally, the effort should be monotonically

non-increasing, whereas in practice a small degree of "upturning" of

control effort is witnessed on final approach. In both scenarios the

improvement in miss distance over that of conventional guidance exceeds

two orders of magnitude, and gives virtual target contact.

Table 3.2. Miss Distances

Scenario 2 Scenario 5

Pro-nay 16' 150'

Pursuit 19' 170'

Reachable Set .11 .28'

T•1 s
; S

3.6.2 Computational Delay

The scope of computation described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 is clearly

a significant factor in implementation. In practice the length of time

from measurement availability to completion of control calculation

ultimately governs the rate at which course refinements can be made.

Clearly, this implementation delay serves to degrade performance since

actual application of the control effort comes when the measurements have

lost some validity. To study the implications of this effect for the

reachable-set based approach, a series of simulations were formulated
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allowing variations of computation time lag from 0 to 50 msec. The update

interval as before was fixed at 100 msec. Figure 3.12 shows these results

graphically for the two scenarios. The performance behaves in a roughly

parabolic fashion as time lag is increased. For Scenario two, the miss

distance went from .1 to 3 feet; for Scenario five, from .2 to 9 feet.

Thts is expected from an intuitive viewpoint, since high crossing rate

would imply a faster obsolescence of measurement data. Nevertheless,

accuracy remained considerably better than that of conventional guidance

under ideal conditions.

8

Scenario 5

//

4
=C',

2-

A- - Scenario 2

0 -- r- .... T . .. r- ...1-

0 10 20 30 40 50

Net Delay (ms)

Figure 3.12.
Performance versus Computation Delay

Reachable Set Guidance, Missile Body Reference
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3.6.3 Measurement Error Effects

The most significant requirement of the reachable-set approach, aside

M from computational hardware, is a set of extensive measurer.:nts, and their

associated sensors. The necessary information includes relative

displacement (target range and displacement angle) and relative velocity

(target speed and heading). The required accuracy of these measurements

dictates the sensor cost and complexity. To evaluate the performance

sensitivity with respect to measurement errors, a third set of simulations

was conducted.

1) Range Error. To each measurement of target range a white

Gaussian error sample was added. The standard deviation of the error was

specified as a percentage of the actual instantaneous range; the

distribution was truncated to give only positive range measurements.

Figure 3.13 shows an ensemble mean over 25 samples of performance versus

range error standard deviation. It can be seen that moderate to severe

penalties result from random range inaccuracies. For a standard deviation

of less than 75%, the performance is still superior to conventional

guidance.

2) Speed Error. Controlled inaccuracies were incorporated into

speed measurements in much the same manner. Performance degradation was

more pronounced than for range errors, but the basic shape remains

unchanged, as seen in Figure 3.14.

4
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3) Target Headng. The angular measurements necessary were

degraded by a white Gaussian disturbance added to each sample. The

standard deviation of the error was given in absolute degrees. As seen

from Figure 3.15, both scenarios were essentially equally affected by

errors in the target heading angle. Five degree (90 mrad) standard
deviation resulted in an expected miss of 25 feet, a substantial

degradation.

4) Target Position. For the implementation used in the

simulations, relative target position was generated from a measurement of

* .azimuth angle from a reference axis. This second angle is apparently far

more critical than the other. As indicated by Figure 3.16, a smaller

standard deviation of three degrees (55 mrad) results in the same mean

miss distance of 25 feet.

Summarizing the observations from the simulations:

1) Given equivalent noiseless measurements, the reachable set

based guidance has potential for tremendous performance improvements over

conventional guidance. This is due to the reduction of terminal

saturation effects, and the even distribution of control effort.

2) Actuator lag due to computation time degrades performance to

some degree, although the effect may not he serious. Higher crossing

rates increase the severity of the degradation.
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3) Range accuracy is apparently not critical. Distance measured

by conventional means should be adequate. Image ranging might very well

be possible.

4) Likewise, relative speed accuracy is not critical.

5) On the other hand, target heading requires measurement

accuracy on the order of a few degrees for suitable performance.

6) Target position azimuth angle apparently required even a

tighter tolerance, but well within present sensor accuracies.

The preliminary results described here are merely intended to indicate

the sensitivity of a typical advanced guidance technique to independent

errors. The apparent sensor accuracy required is stringent. Of course,

an actual system would be able to incorporate a tracking or smoothing

algorithm in software, reducing a sensor's raw error substantially, and

consequently enhance missile performance.
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